Woodland Computers and Technology Class
Research Unit Login Sheet

Your Name: ____________________________
Your Classroom: _________________________

I am able to:

☐ Use copy and paste on a chromebook (CTRL-C & CTRL-V)

☐ I know what a URL or web address is and know where to find it

☐ Explain what a URL/Web Address is: ________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

☐ Sign up for my Prezi account

I was able to add to my Prezi a:
☐ Text Box
☐ Picture
☐ Video

☐ I know what a URL or web address is and know where to find it

☐ Explain what a URL/Web Address is: ________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

☐ In your own words, why do we need to learn research skills?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________